Adventure, relaxation and communion with nature – Cassy Polimeni
found them all on this paradisiacal corner of Moreton Island

DOWN & DIRTY
Just moments after being deposited
on Tangalooma’s pristine beaches
we’re pulling on hairnets and
helmets while our bronzed instructor
explains the ins and outs of riding a
quad bike. We climb aboard and
venture onto the beach, attempting
to follow in his tyre tracks as he
ducks and weaves his mini tractor
through the sand, over paved roads
and deep into the bush. The track
opens up to reveal smooth dunes,
sculpted especially for coasting.
Clearing the crest of a hill, we charge
back onto the beach for the most
invigorating stretch of the ride,
speeding up along vast expanses of
sand, cruising under beach showers
to be spritzed with cool water and
riding the next stretch in sunglasses
speckled with water droplets that
quickly dry in the breeze. Flashes
from behind the dunes give away the
paparazzi who are hard at work
capturing our fear and delight as we
zoom past so we may forever
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remember the experience. When we
disembark, our hands are frozen as if
still gripping handlebars.
Just 75 minutes from Brisbane by
ferry, Tangalooma is a playground
for young, old, singles and families,
and quad biking is just one way to
explore the island. There are over
80 activities on offer, including
wreck diving, snorkelling and
parasailing. Those seeking a more
relaxing escape can opt for sunset
cruises, whale watching or free
walks and eco tours. Or you could try
sand tobogganing.

Moreton Island is a
year-round destination, with a
sub-tropical climate and average
temperatures of 22-30C in
summer and 12-22C in winter.
You can visit Tangalooma as
part of a day cruise, or book
accommodation and stay longer.
Ferries depart four times daily
from Holt Street Wharf, Brisbane.
For more information, or to book,
visit www.tangalooma.com.
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DESERT SAFARI
Spiky native trees whip the
windows of our off-road bus as we
head down narrow bush tracks
before emerging into a sprawling
open space signposted simply,
“The Desert”. Here smooth white
sand dunes speckled with patches
of scrub seem to stretch forever. To
our left one dune towers above the
rest and, as we clamber off the bus
to be schooled in the art of sand
tobogganing, our intrepid
photographer makes his way up
the dune, which from here looks
like a skyscraper. His feet make
indentations in the shifting sand
and our guide tells us to use them
as a staircase. We take our
specially made sand boards and
trek up the dune. At the top, hearts
racing and thighs complaining
from the climb, we wait our turn.
The guide waxes the shiny side of
our boards with a candle stub and
rubs sand over them for a smooth,
frictionless ride, then balances it
on the dune’s peak. One by one we
climb aboard and – desperately
trying to heed shouts of “feet
down, elbows up!” – we are
propelled down the side of
the dune at speeds of up to
40 kilometres per hour.

The third largest sand island
in the world, Moreton Island is
98 per cent national park and home
to the highest coastal sand dune in
the world. The local indigenous
population knew it as Moorgumpin,
(“place of sand hills”), and the sand
is composed of layers. Here in The
Desert the top layer of quartz sand is
an almost blinding white, but dig a
little and you’ll unearth a coffee
layer. Deeper still you’ll find layers of
red, orange and grey, evidence of the
island’s mineral-rich make up.

FEEDING TIME
After our madcap morning we
unwind with a glass of sauvignon
blanc as the sun sinks into the water
behind Tangalooma Jetty. At dusk we
join the growing crowd on the jetty
and wait. Before long we’re joined by
a lone older dolphin with a frayed tail.
She performs slow figure eights,
circling either side of the jetty and
criss-crossing under the pier, and is
soon joined by others.

I don waders – huge rubber
overalls with built-in gumboots –
and select a fish from the silver
bucket waiting for me on the beach.
I’m prepared to wade waist deep but
Tinkerbell – one of Beauty’s
daughters – meets me halfway.
Holding the fish like an ice-cream
cone as instructed (gripping the tail,
with the head facing up) I dip it
below the surface and Tinkerbell
takes it from my hand.
When the last smudge of sunset
has faded from the sky, those of
us not staying on the island board
the ferry back to Brisbane. Still on a
high from sunsets, sauv blanc and my
amazing close encounter, I watch the
jetty lights shrink on the horizon and
wish it didn’t have to end just yet. DA

from left to right: Parasailing over
Moreton Bay; quadbiking; dolphin feeding;
sand tobogganing; and snorkelling among the
wrecks are all on offer at Tangalooma.

Dolphin feeding at Tangalooma
Resort began in the 1980s when the
resort owners befriended Beauty, a
female bottlenose dolphin who
came to feed on discarded bait
thrown from the jetty. Over time,
and in conjunction with the Marine
Park Authority, they established the
dolphin feeding program which
allows guests to handfeed dolphins
observing Dolphin Care Protocols,
such as only feeding each dolphin
20 per cent of their daily intake,
so they don’t come to depend on
the program.
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